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Remanufactured Fusers!
I don't like the word refurbished, not in connection with 

the fusing assemblies we produce at Liberty Parts Team. 
The word implies slight cosmetic work, which is what the 
competition offers. Not us.

 LPT remanufactures its used fusers so they meet or 
exceed new OEM standards. We've achieved this level of 
success by implementing a few simple rules.

1. OEM parts. We use the best available parts, and that usually means HP 
and Lexmark. When there is a choice between an OEM fuser component 
and a lower quality but less-expensive aftermarket part, we choose quality. 
The competition chooses the cheaper route and pass on the 50 Service er-
rors to their customers.

2. No skimping. Every part that needs replacement is replaced, those that 
are perfectly fine are left alone. The result is a fuser as reliable as the OEM, 
while avoiding waste. 

3. Thorough Testing. All our remanufactured fusers produce actual test 
prints. The competition insists on printing blank sheets to save supplies. 
This obviously will miss print defects.

The industry is tired of reliability issues from refurbished fusing assemblies. 
We hear from new clients every day, the reason they came to LPT is because 
they were sick of warranties. We don't do refurbished fusers at LPT. Ask for 
a remanufactured fuser and you'll see the difference.

                —David K. Reinke

FOR RELIABLE 
LASER PRINTER PARTS 
CALL LPT

At its 57,000 sq. 
ft. headquarters in 
Madison, Wis., Liberty 
Parts Team provides 
service companies 
worldwide with new and 
remanufactured parts

• We remanufacture 
HP and Lexmark 
fusing assemblies and 
other laser printer 
components for sale to 
the wholesale service 
market. 

• We also offer new 
parts for HP, Lexmark, 
Okidata, Xerox and 
Samsung printers. 

• JetDirect cards and 
maintenance kits are 
among our best selling 
products.

• We offer used and 
new laser printers. Our 
printer refurbishing 
staff members have on 
average 8.5 years of 
experience with laser 
printers

Liberty Parts Team, Inc., 3517 W. Beltline 
Hwy., reports it experienced a sales growth 
of 43% in 2007. The three-year-old printer 
parts wholesaler achieved $21 million in to-
tal revenue.

LPT had a stellar start to its fourth year of 
business. "We did nearly $2.7 million in sales 
in January, which is about 1/7 of our total 
sales last year," says CEO David K. Reinke. 
We added about 150 new clients and sold to 

LPT NEWS

LPT Growth: 43 percent in 2007

THE SPECIAL CONTINUES

New HP Jetdirect J7934A 

$179
While Quantities Last

THROUGH APRIL 15, 2008
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Sothy Kum (2000)
Production Mgr.

Eddie Karlslyst (1995)
Printer Refurbishing /

Tech Support

Craig Kaltenberg (1991)
Quality Control Mgr/

Tech Support

Dennis Kosterman 
(1991)

Tech Support Manager

HP LaserJet 24xx:
Gear Noise Solution

This article shares a procedure omitted by the 
service manual for curing a gear noise problem 
in the HP LaserJet 2400 series. It will also help 
the printer tech avoid unnecessary fuser war-
ranty claims. This expanded version of an article 
from the Jan. 2008 LPT Postcard includes com-
plete disassembly instructions.

As laser printers continue to evolve, performance im-
proves, and sometimes lower-level printers will “catch 
up” to the performance of higher-level models from just 
a few years earlier. A good example is the HP LaserJet 
2400 series. The most advanced model in this series, 
the 2430 (released in late 2004), has performance specs 
comparable to those of the higher-level 4200, released 
only 2 years earlier!

But as printer speed increases, so does the risk of me-
chanical difficulties, and the 2400 series also shares one 
of the common problems of the 4200 series: a tendency 
for the fuser drive section of the printer to become noisy 
as gears begin to wear. In the 4200 series, the solution 
is simple: replace the fuser (or just the main fuser gear) 
and the swing plate gear that drives it. In the 2400 series, 
it’s a bit more complicated: the fuser is initially driven 
by the printer’s main motor and drive train (as in the 
4200 series), but then a special fuser motor, with a sepa-
rate group of gears, takes over and drives the fuser from 
above. These parts are also responsible for driving the 
output rollers and initiating duplex operations.

All of the relevant gears are mounted to a plate called 
the “fixing drive side plate assembly” (part number RM1-
1500). The gear that initially drives the fuser is part of 
this assembly and comes with it. The gears above the fus-
er mount to the plate, but are not included with it. These 
are: RU5-0377 (21-tooth gear), RU5-0378 (20-tooth 
gear), and RU5-0379 (19-tooth gear). These three gears 
are available as a kit (part number KIT-2400-GR-NN). 
The rest of this article will give a step-by-step procedure 
for removing and replacing the various gears.

1. Remove the paper cassette and toner cartridge. Put 
the toner cartridge in a dark place or cover it – ambient 
light can damage the drum.

2. Remove the back cover: Open the face-up delivery 
door all the way, and then press the door down to dis-
engage the two door-stops. Remove two screws (Fig. 1), 
then close the door and tip the printer up so that it rests 
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4Continued on Next Page
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Richard Jordan (1997)
Director of Purchasing
608-268-7609
   Richard’s experience dealing 
with the world’s largest resellers 
and service companies combined 
with his personal background, give 
him a rare understanding of both 
the domestic and international 
laser part industry. 

TRENDS
As LPT finishes its third 
year of business, certain 
trends have emerged in 
2007
• LPT's fuser buyback 
program is gaining 
popularity and has been 
adopted by competitors.
• LPT continues offer-
ing best pricing on laser 
printer parts.
• A rapid increase of 
new credit applications 
and new clients signals 
an overall shift in the 
industry.

on its front. Open the flap at the bottom 
of the back cover, disengage the retaining 
tab (Fig. 2), and remove the cover, bottom 
first. Then tip the printer back onto its 
feet.

3. Remove the I/O cover: Facing the 
back of the printer, grasp the right edge of 
the cover (Fig. 3), pull it toward you, and 
rotate it leftward to remove it.

4. Remove the fuser-cable cover by re-
leasing the retaining tab (Fig. 4) and then 
rotating the back of the cover toward the 
center of the printer.

5. Remove the duplexer inlet guide by 
releasing two tabs (Fig. 5) and then sliding 
the guide toward the back of the printer 
(this may require considerable force). 
When reinstalling the guide, make sure 
that the tabs snap back into place.

6. Remove the fuser: Disconnect three 
cables and remove four screws (Fig. 6), and 
then remove the fuser by tilting it slightly 
and sliding it out the back of the printer.
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Continued on Next Page

24xx Noise, Continued

21-tooth gear (thickest)

19-tooth (thinnest)

20-tooth
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Kim Schaefer (2005)
Purchasing

Larry Raab (1996)
Shipping Manager

Brenda Barbian (1998)
Purchasing

Bill Fitzgibbon (1995)
Expeditor

7. Inspect and replace gears as necessary:  Looking into 
the fuser cavity, you should be able to see five gears. The 
three removable gears are indicated in figure 7. For each 
gear, release the small plastic retaining tab and slide the 
gear off the shaft. Note the relative positions of the three 
gears, since each one is unique and needs to go in a spe-
cific location. This would be a good time to inspect the 
condition of these three gears, as well as the main gear on 
the fuser and the large gear at the bottom of the cavity, 
and replace them as needed (If you have already replaced 
the fuser, see note at end of article!). All except the large 
bottom gear can be easily replaced at this point. If the 
bottom gear looks good, you may want to just replace the 
others and re-assemble the printer (simply reverse steps 
1-6). If the bottom gear is visibly worn, or if you want to 
do them all just to be sure, you will have to replace the 
fixing drive side plate assembly (continue to step 8 and 
beyond). In this case, set the fuser and the three remov-
able gears aside – they will be re-installed later, after the 
assembly has been replaced.

8. Remove the left-side cover: Open the cartridge 
door; remove two screws (Fig. 8); release one tab (Fig. 
9) at the back of the printer by pressing the tab through 
a hole in the chassis, then rotate the cover away from the 
printer at the back. Slide the cover toward the front to 
finish removing it.

9. Remove the right-side cover by sliding it toward the 
back of the printer and then lifting it away.

10. Remove the top right cover: Remove one screw 
(Fig. 10) and lift the cover off of the printer.

11. Remove the top cover (Fig. 11): Remove four 

Continued on Next Page
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Janine Masten, 
General Manager. 
 Our GM is an experienced 
leader. Most recently, she 
managed a staff of 80 as VP 
of Sales & Marketing at Full 
Compass Systems Ltd., and 
helped that company achieve 
a growth of 52 percent ($50 
million to $76 million) between 
2002 and 2006. She also was 
Worldwide Director of Sales 
and Service at Lucasfilms THX 
Division.
 “I love being part of such 
an optimistic and positive 
company.” Masten says. “LPT 
is not only about one company 
growing fast. It is about help-
ing clients do the same.”

LPT FACT
Our warranty rates 
are as good as or 
better than the 
OEM's.

If you are sick of 
warranties, it is 
time to switch to 
Liberty Parts Team.

screws, lift the cover at the back of the printer, and 
then slide it toward the front to clear the front 
tabs. Be sure to re-engage these tabs when rein-
stalling the cover.

12. Remove the front right cover: Remove two 
screws (Fig. 12), release one tab at the back of the 
cover, and then rotate the cover to clear two tabs 
at the front. Finish by lifting the cover off of the 
printer.

13. Remove the control panel: Disconnect one 
cable, remove three screws (Fig. 13), and lift the 
panel off of the printer.

14. Remove the formatter: Open the metal for-
matter cover and lift it off the hinges at the back. 
Then disconnect two cables at the front and re-
move two screws (Fig. 14) – note that the upper 
screw is above the circuit board and goes through 
the metal case only. Rotate the formatter and its 
cage slightly away from the printer at the back, 
then slide it toward the back to clear two tabs at 
the front.

24xx Noise, Continued

Continued on Next Page
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15. Remove the right-side handle: Remove two 
screws, slide the handle toward the back of the 
printer until the power-switch is adjacent to the 
hole in the chassis (Fig. 15), and then rotate the 
handle so that the switch clears the hole. Finish by 
lifting the handle away from the printer.

16. Remove the air duct by squeezing it to re-

CABLE

CABLES

SCREWS

SCREWS

SCREWS
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Kas Schafer (1997)
Account Executive

608-268-7607

Lisa Lytle (2007)
Customer Service

Bruce Davis (1997)
Account Executive

608-268-7613

Rich Russell (1996)
Account Executive

608-268-7601

lease two tabs and lifting it away from the printer.

17. Remove the ECU: Disconnect eight cables (Fig. 
16): six cables at the top and two cables at the front 
of the ECU. Then lift the cartridge-door switch from 
its mounting and disconnect the flat flexible cable from 
the laser/scanner (both of these cables are hard-wired 
to the ECU). Then remove seven screws: two on the 
top, two on the side (at the bottom), and three in the 
back (Figs. 17 and 18), rotate the top of the ECU pan 
away from the printer, and disconnect the flat flex-
ible cable halfway down. As you rotate the ECU pan 
the rest of the way down, guide the switch link arm 
(at the back) out of its holder. Observe how these two 
pieces fit together, as you will have to reconnect them 
when re-assembling the printer. Once the ECU pan is 
rotated all the way down, disconnect the four remain-
ing cables at the lower right front corner of the printer. 
The ECU is now free. Finally, remove the switch link 
holder (this will require releasing two retaining tabs, 
accessed from the bottom of the printer – see figure 
19). There are several ways to re-assemble, but we rec-
ommend starting with the switch link connected to the 
ECU, and the switch link holder installed in the printer 
chassis. Guide the link into the holder while installing 

24xx Noise, Continued

Continued on Next Page
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19
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20

21

the board. This will require some patience, but it seems to 
work better than the alternatives. Figures 20 and 21 may 
help – Fig. 20 shows the link attached to the ECU board; 
Fig. 21 shows it installed in the link holder without the 
board.

18. Remove the right-side fan by removing two screws 
(Fig. 22) and then lifting the fan away from the printer.

SCREWS

SCREWS

TABS
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David Reinke
LPT President and CEO. 
With high-tech company PDS from 
1987-1988. In printer parts from 
1989-1999 (PN owner and CEO), 
2005-present (LPT owner and 
CEO). His goal is for service com-
pany owners to make $20 more 
on every service call. “We make 
clients more profitable and help 
them grow,” Reinke says. “Pricing 
is a big part of that. We routinely 
come in $100 less then our major 
competitors on frequently used 
parts, and this allows our custom-
ers to realize a 33% increase 
in their profit of parts acquired 
through us.” Another important 
way we have of helping our clients, 
Reinke says, is through the tech 
and business tips shared in LPT 
publications.

LPT FACT
We consistently 
beat the competi-
tions’ prices, some-
times by as much 
as a $100. Your ac-
count executive will 
be happy to provide 
you a price quote.

Colleen Longseth (2003)
Account Executive

608-268-4623

19. Remove the air duct: First, ex-
amine the cable routing around and 
through the air duct so that you can 
duplicate it upon reinstallation. Un-
wind the cables from the duct, then 
remove two screws (Fig. 23) and lift 
the duct away from the printer. Note: 
reinstalling the air duct will be easier 
if the cartridge door is open.

20. Remove the main gear assem-
bly: Remove four screws (Fig. 24) 
and pull the assembly away from the 
printer. Note that the large gear on 
the side of the printer is loose, and 
is at risk of falling off (it is normally 
held in place by the large spring on the 
main gear assembly). Since re-install-
ing this gear is tricky if it comes off, 
you may want to secure it with tape 
until you are ready to re-install the 
main gear assembly. The large spring 
may also fall off the gear assembly; to 
re-install it correctly, align the locator 
pin on the spring with the hole in the 
gear assembly. Before re-installing the 
gear assembly itself, close the cartridge 
door and press the large gear against 
the printer.

21. Remove the fixing drive side 
plate assembly by removing five 
screws (Fig. 25) and pulling the as-
sembly straight out (note: it will not 
come out if the 3 removable gears are 
still attached, so remove them first if 
you have not already done so). Once 
you have installed the new assembly, 
reverse the previous steps to re-assem-
ble the printer. Remember to install 
the 3 removable gears in their correct 
locations.

This procedure should alleviate the 
vast majority of noise problems in the 
2400 series printers. Note that replac-
ing the fuser alone usually will not 
cure the problem – it may even make 
it worse, since the fresh gears on the 
new fuser may not “get along” with the 
worn gears in the printer as well as the 
worn gears on the old fuser did. But 
this does not mean you got a bad fuser 
– it most likely just means that you 
need the fuser drive gear kit. Replac-
ing those gears is the real key to solv-
ing noise problems in the 2400 series.

—Dennis Kosterman

24xx Noise, Continued
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Gonzo Casas (1995)
Account Executive

608-268-7606

Wayne Tougas (1994)
Account Executive

608-268-7603

Dave Gress (1991)
Account Executive

608-268-7605 

Colleen Longseth (2003)
Account Executive

608-268-4623

Printer techs encounter networks routinely and must 
know how to maintain a printer’s network (IP) ad-
dress when performing repairs. When replacing a faulty 
network card, you reenter the IP address into the new 
card; when performing a ‘cold reset,’ remove the card 
first. 

New, network-ready printers do not require plug-in 
cards and build the network connection in the format-
ter. Now printer techs must replace the formatter in the 
event of network problem, and afterward reenter the 
network address. 

Which brings us to the main subject of this article: 
how to preserve the IP address during a cold reset on 
network-ready printers when there is no network card 
to remove.  The procedure turns out to be relatively 
simple.

1) Disable the network from the same hidden menu 
that you use to perform the cold reset;

2) Reenter the menu and do the cold reset;
3) Reenter it again and re-enable the network.  
Reentering the menu is necessary because access to it 

is lost after each operation.

Access Hidden Menu
The procedure for entering the hidden menu is similar 

on all printers that have it. On non-MFP printers (such 
as the 2400 series, the 4250/4350, the 4700, the 5200, 
and the 9050), power on and watch the display. When 
the memory count begins, press and hold the green 
“check mark” key until all lights are on solid, then release 
it. The display should come up saying “Select Language.” 
This is the first item in the hidden menu. You can use 
the up or down arrow key to scroll through the other 
items, which typically include cold reset, maintenance 
count reset, and embedded LAN enable/disable (if the 
LAN is currently enabled, you will see “disable” in the 
menu; if it is currently disabled, you will see “enable” 
in the menu). Once the desired function is showing in 
the display, just press the green “check mark” key – the 
printer will perform the selected function and exit the 
menu.

MFP printers (such as the 4345, 4730, and 
9050MFP) use a similar procedure, but since they have 
no “check mark” or arrow keys, you use different keys. 
Start as above (power on and wait for the memory 
count to begin), but then press and hold the “6” key 
until all lights are on solid. When you see “Select Lan-
guage” on the display, use the “3” key to scroll through 
the other options, and the “6” key to select the desired 
function.

LAN Enabled or Not?
Note that, since it is possible to enable or disable the 

embedded LAN, a new or refurbished formatter may 
arrive in either state (i.e., the embedded LAN may be 
either enabled or disabled). If, after installing the board, 
you cannot find the Embedded EIO Menu, or the 
network information does not show up on the configu-
ration page, first check to make sure you received the 
correct version of the board (it should have the network 
connection built in). Then go into the hidden menu, as 
described above, and enable the embedded LAN.

Avoiding Identity Loss
There is one other very important thing: most printers 

that have embedded LAN also have the “Save + Re-
store” feature, meaning that menu settings, page counts, 
and the printer’s identity are stored in NVRAM on 
both the formatter and DC controller boards. When 
either of these boards is replaced, the printer automati-
cally copies the stored information to the new board – 
provided that you follow the HP-prescribed procedures. 
Consult the appropriate service manual for details, but 
these procedures usually involve powering up with no 
computer or network connection, and allowing the 
printer to sit undisturbed for at least five minutes. Fail-
ure to follow these procedures may result in the printer 
losing its identity. For example, a 4350 may become a 
4250, and perform like one – i.e., 10 pages per min-
ute slower; or an “N” model (with embedded LAN) 
may lose its network menu. In the worst case, you will 
not even be able to re-enable the embedded LAN as 
described above – that item will not even show up in 
the hidden menu. Once this identity loss occurs, the 
only recovery may be to get HP to help you re-flash the 
NVRAM. Therefore, it is very important to follow the 

Continued on Next Page

Trouble-free Cold Resets 
in Embedded LAN printers  
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The Service Edge is the quarterly laser printer tech bulletin of Liberty Parts 
Team, Inc. In addition to new material it reprints news and tech articles from the 
company's monthly postcard-newsletter, which is free to LPT clients.

Editor-in-Chief: David K. Reinke; Editor: Robert Reinke; 
Writers: Dennis Kosterman, Robert Reinke
©2008 Liberty Parts Team, Inc.

LPT is a leading 
reseller of laser 
printer parts. Its chief 
advantages are:

  • Actively led by  
CEO David K. Reinke, 
an industry pioneer.

• A happy, motivated 
staff.

• A focus on quality 
rather than cutting 
corners.

For you, this all adds 
up to great pricing and 
great value, every day.

Liberty has its advan-
tages! 

LIBERTY 
ADVANTAGES

Cold Resets, Continued

Stephen Mikkelson (2007)
Account Executive
(608) 275-3761

Jason Meyering (2005)
Account Executive
(608) 268-7608

correct procedures when replacing a formatter or 
DC controller in these printers.

For the same reason, attempting to upgrade a 
non-network model to a network model by re-
placing the formatter usually does not work. Th e 
non-network identity will simply be copied to 
the new formatter, which will no longer “know” 
that it has an embedded LAN. Fortunately, there 
is a better (and cheaper) way to upgrade. Most 
of these printers (even the ones with the embed-
ded LAN) also have EIO slots, so you can add 

a JetDirect card just like you could on the older 
models. Th is gives you a way to add network 
capability to a non-network printer, or even to 
restore network capability to a printer that has 
lost it – without replacing the formatter.

So you have the best of both worlds with the 
newer printers – with the embedded LAN, you 
do not have to add a network card, but you still 
have that option if you want it or need it.

—Dennis Kosterman

LPT and HP:
The ONLY sources for CLJ 4700 

series fusers & transfer belts that 

reset maintenance counts. 

Ordinary ‘pulled’ parts, even those 

from new machines, won’t clear the 

REPLACE KIT message blinking on 

the printer display, because they

cannot reset maintenance counts.

LPT’s money-saving alternatives func-

tion as well as OEM replacement 

kits. That’s guaranteed (6 months!)

 

Call Liberty Parts Team at 

888-444-8778.
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LIBERTY 
ADVANTAGES

LiBERTy PARTS TEAm QuESTioNS ANSWEREd 

Liberty Parts Team Inc. provides new and refurbished laser printer parts for the wholesale mar-
ket. This includes parts for HP, Lexmark, Xerox, Okidata and Samsung laser printers. Clients 
appreciate LPT's reliable parts and low prices, as well as our technical bulletins and our knowl-
edgeable tech support staff.

History. David Reinke started Liberty Parts Team in Jan. 2005, five years after selling his first 
company, Parts Now. More than 60 pn employees have come to work for LPT, and their expertise 
has been very helpful to the company’s success. 

Experience. LPT has the largest assemblage of experienced laser printer professionals.  Our 
technicians have an average of nearly five years experience, our sales staff eight-and-a-half years 
and our tech support providers 15 years experience.  Many were with CEO David Reinke when 
he was leading pn. 

Technical Support. LPT offers free telephone technical support to clients, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Cen-
tral Standard Time. Dennis Kosterman, Craig Kaltenberg, and Eddie Karlslyst have each been 
working with printers for an average of 14 years and are extremely conscientious.  Call toll free at 
888-444-8778.

Pricing. Due to our non-restrictive OEM relationships, light overhead and small corporate pay-
roll, we are freer than our competition to help you save money and get an edge on the competi-
tion.

Fuser Repair Process. LPT currently offers two fuser programs. With the traditional Advance 
Exchange Program, your account executive will assign you an RMA number that must be at-
tached to the outside of the package of the returned product. LPT requires return of the product 
within 30 days. The other option is the RMA-Free Fuser Buyback Program, in which the fuser 
price is outright. A fixed core value which you pay up front is the buyback price from LPT. For 
example: a fuser repair of $100 plus a $30 core is $130.  Sell the core back at $30 and work only 
with purchase orders and invoices.  RMA is eliminated in the process, reducing your workload.

Back Orders. LPT notifies clients immediately of back order situations, and upon receipt of the 
product, asks whether the product is still required.

Shipping. LPT offers same-day shipping on all orders received by 6 p.m. Other companies of-
fer free shipping but adjust prices accordingly. With LPT, you get great pricing while sharing 
the substantial shipping discounts LPT receives from its carriers: DHL, UPS, FedEx, Roadway, 
Saia, UTI, and LME.  

Terms. For companies with D&B rankings and established credit worthiness, LPT offers 15- or 
30-day terms. We also accept MasterCard, Visa, and American Express, and are happy to ship 
COD as well.

Warranty. LPT offers a 90-day warranty on new parts and a six-month warranty on refurbished 
parts. 

Stephen Mikkelson (2007)
Account Executive
(608) 275-3761

Jason Meyering (2005)
Account Executive
(608) 268-7608

John Schuchart (2007)
Account Executive
(608) 275-3762
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Madison, WI

Liberty Parts Team, Inc.
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
888-444-8778
www.lbrty.com

LPT and HP:
The ONLY sources for CLJ 4700 series 

fusers & transfer belts that reset maintenance counts. 

LPT’s money-saving alternatives function as well as 
OEM replacement kits. That’s guaranteed (6 months!)

CALL Liberty Parts Team at 888-444-8778.CALL Liberty Parts Team at 888-444-8778.CALL Liberty Parts Team at 888-444-8778.

Our Knowledge, Your Profit


